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Pre-Order BodyGuardz Complete Line of  
iPhone X Mobile Protection Solutions 

 
BodyGuardz Screen Protectors, Custom-Designed Cases, and Full-Body 

Skins Defend Against Drops, Scratches and Cracked Screens   
 
LEHI, UT OCT. 19, 2017 – BodyGuardz®, leader in mobile device protection,  announced that 
its custom-designed protection accessories for Apple’s flagship iPhone X are available for 
pre-order. 
 
“iPhone X is a beautiful modern device that’s deserving of next-generation protection,” said 
Ryan Noel, BodyGuardz senior brand manager. “Our new custom-designed cases and 
tempered glass screen protectors, which are the best solutions we’ve ever made, deliver 
superior protection against scratches, impact damage and shattered screens, without 
sacrificing style and elegance.” 
 
• BodyGuardz Pure® 2 ($39.95): An aluminosilicate tempered glass that is one of the 

strongest screen protectors available. Pure 2 provides superior scratch and drop 
protection, while also reducing the visibility of screen scratches.  

 
• Ace Pro™ Case ($34.95): A case engineered to accentuate the design of the iPhone X— 

providing slim, lightweight protection. Ace Pro is available in highly transparent blue, rose 
gold, smoke gray and clear TPU finishes. Each case is lined with the patented Unequal® 
impact-protection material used by professional athletes on the field. 

 
• BodyGuardz Trainr ($39.95) and Trainr Pro® ($49.95) Case: High-performance cases that 

enhance the on-the-go lifestyle with soft sport-grip materials and pro-athlete grade impact 
protection. In addition, the “Pro” case variant features the enhanced utility of an exclusive 
“snap-on” fitness armband. 
 

• BodyGuardz Shock™ ($39.95): A case designed to provide internal and external device 
drop protection through military grade, shock-blocking technology that is trusted by pro 
athletes to help reduce the risk of serious injury. 

 
Click here to pre-order BodyGuardz iPhone X offerings. All BodyGuardz screen protectors and 
full-body skins are backed by the company’s Advantage Program, which provides free screen 
protector replacements during the life of the device for only the cost of shipping and handling.  
 
About BodyGuardz® 
Founded in 2002, BodyGuardz is committed to offering top-quality products and services at 
competitive prices. The company prides itself in providing products, service and delivery that 
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customers notice as a step above the rest. BodyGuardz designs reliable mobile device 
accessories that keep up with today’s active lifestyles. Learn more by visiting BodyGuardz.  
 
About Parent Company BGZ brands™ 
BGZ brands’ mission is “to enhance our customers’ lifestyles through branded products and 
services of elevated value and quality.” Formerly known as BodyGuardz®, BGZ brands has 
become the powerhouse parent company of three distinct consumer electronic accessory 
brands—BodyGuardz, a leading device protection company; Lander, expedition-inspired 
accessories for the explorer in all of us; and MOXYO®, modern accessories for you. For more 
information, visit BGZ brands. 
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